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Background

About 150 learners enrolled in ICT courses

Courses go from basic to advanced levelCourses go from basic to advanced level

Each year 25 students complete the 
advance level

… However …… However …

Do they use actively ICT?



What we understand by 
active users

They know and understand the possibilities 
of Internetof Internet

They can use, if they want to, the tools of the 
web 2.0

They are not afraid of using them

If they do not know how to use these tools, If they do not know how to use these tools, 
they can learn



What is happening now?

Students prefer e-mail or face-to-face to 
make questions to the teachermake questions to the teacher

They bring us photos to be published in the 
web instead of doing it by themselves

They do not trust the information that is on 
the net and prefer to inquire the teacher

Q: What is “Internet”?

A: It's a library, a shop and their mailbox.

What else could be done?



Global proposal
for a first actuation

Create a very near environment where they 
will feel comfortable (SCU web page)will feel comfortable (SCU web page)

Make things as simple as possible (photo 
galleries, forum, comments)

Show intermediate students what other 
students are doing so it will be more 
motivating and encouragingmotivating and encouraging



Jump to the web 2.0!

Second generation in web history

Based on users communitiesBased on users communities

Encourage collaboration and easy sharing of 
information between users

Users are more than readers, they are 
creatorscreators



Road map

READERS

COLLABORATIVE AUTHORS

INDIVIDUAL AUTHORSINDIVIDUAL AUTHORS

SOCIAL NETWORKS



Reader users

Starting point to achieve web 2.0 integration

Common use of web 1.0 technologiesCommon use of web 1.0 technologies

Users are able to:
Read and write mails

Read an post comments in a forum

Find and read web pages



Collaborative creators

We consider wikis as the main tool

Small to medium communitiesSmall to medium communities

Users feel comfortable and safe with it

Mistakes are corrected by wiki-colleagues 
(plain organization)

Users require little orientation to start Users require little orientation to start 
creating content



Individual creators

We consider blogs as the main tool

Users choose everything related to their Users choose everything related to their 
blogs: 

Content

Publishing layout

Answers to feedback

They are the last responsible people for 
what is published

This is the most difficult step towards the 
web 2.0 (flying solo)



Social networks

Great number of planet-blogs, social 
networks communities (facebook, myspace, networks communities (facebook, myspace, 
twitter, flickr, etc.)

Users are integrated in virtual communities

They find common interests with people they 
haven't met face-to-face and establish a link

This is the highest level of web 2.0 users



What should be done?

Transformation to web 2.0 users in four 
steps:steps:

Inform about web 2.0 (what is that?)

Show influence and possibilities (what is it for?)

Recognize web 2.0 tools (what can I use?)

Use these tools (how can I use them?)



Our approach

Get as far as possible in the path to a full 
web 2.0 user integrationweb 2.0 user integration

Current state:
Readers (DONE)

Collaborative authors (DONE - pilot test 
group)

Individual authors (PENDING)Individual authors (PENDING)

Social network integration (PENDING)



Introducing our pilot test Wiki

Why using a wiki?

Background and methodologyBackground and methodology

Experiences from our pilot group

Conclusions

Students' work



WAW:  Why A Wiki?

Easy reading and editing (just a web 
navigator)navigator)

Group editing tool

Users are familiar with it (thanks to 
Wikipedia)

Easy administrationEasy administration

Free platforms



Scheduling

First stage: learning to use it
Show students some wikisShow students some wikis

Motivate all the students to become creators

Show the students how to use the tool. 

Students create the first pages

Start sharing with collegues

Second stage: Using it
Periodic meetings to get coordinated



Target students

Two different groups created
12 students at the SCU center12 students at the SCU center

10 students in a rural area

All students have web 1.0 knowledge

Students are motivated to try a new 
approach to ICT



Methodology

Defining topics and sections

Creating a sandboxCreating a sandbox

Learning the tool

Creating their own pages in their sandbox

Publishing finished pages in main page

Editing/correcting pagesEditing/correcting pages

Content discussion and improvement  
suggestions



Have a look at our wiki!



Firsts fears among students

Empty paper block: 
– “I don't know where to start from”– “I don't know where to start from”

Incorrect information: 
– “My article is full of mistakes”

Public pages: 
– “Everybody can read what I write”– “Everybody can read what I write”

Problems writing source code: 
– “The article is not shown as I wanted”



Common problems in a Wiki

Different quality in pages → Other users can 
add extra contentadd extra content

Digital vandalism → Articles are checked 
constantly by other users

Ownership feeling → It is a collaborative 
tool, there is no unique author

Not a WYSIWYG editing tool → it is easier 
than writing HTML web pages



Experiences observed (I)

Most of the users are lurkers

When students read finish articles from other When students read finish articles from other 
people, they feel encouraged to finish their 
own ones.

Reading different articles help students to 
get ideas about presentation and publishing 
layouts that can be used by themlayouts that can be used by them

Users feel comfortable editing pages in wiki 
source code, easier than HTML



Experiences observed (II)

Students think that the articles they write are 
from their ownership. They don't like it to be from their ownership. They don't like it to be 
changed.

Students like the appearance of their pages, 
in a professional look (like Wikipedia)

New styles and concepts have been 
introduced progressively in order to make introduced progressively in order to make 
some iterations in the process of editing the 
pages



Conclusions

Students have created content about 
different topicsdifferent topics

The information have been publish on web 
without complex computer knowledge

A small virtual community has been created

Students want to improve their articles.Students want to improve their articles.

The pages are not forgotten once they are 
written

Students are ready to step into the next 
stage: Individual creators.



Further tasks

Promote:
Content creation in the wikiContent creation in the wiki

Creation of blogs

Participation in the main SCU web



Questions?
Comments?
Suggestions?Suggestions?


